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STEAMPUNK ACRYLIC PAINTSTEAMPUNK ACRYLIC PAINT
AB9062  
SteamPunk Paint Pack - Metallic Acrylic
Pack contains:
AB0012 - Copper Metallic, Mid Brown
AB0011 - Silver Metallic, Silver
AB0171  - Antique Bronze Metallic, Muddy Brown
AB0016  - Gold Metallic, Gold
AB0053  - Gunmetal Metallic, Dark Grey/Black
AB0052  - Baltic Blue Metallic, Blue
Brushes x 3

AB9064  
SteamPunk Paint Pack Workshop Matt Acrylic
Pack contains:
AB0103  - Cream Matt
AB2420  - Orange Lining Matt, Light Orange
AB0027  - Sea Grey Matt, Dark Grey
AB2404  - Gartner Blue Matt, Dark Blue
AB2423  - Carmine Matt, Deep Red
AB0091  - Black Green Matt
Brushes x 3

AB9063  
SteamPunk Paint Pack - Gloss Acrylic
Pack contains:
AB0047  - Sea Blue Gloss, Light Blue
AB0038  - Lime Green Gloss, Light Green
AB0018  - Orange Gloss, Orange
AB0009  - Tan Gloss, Tan
AB0020  - Crimson Gloss, Deep Red
AB0041  - Ivory Gloss, Ivory
Brushes x 3

AB9065  
SteamPunk Paint Pack Scenic Matt Acrylic
Pack contains:
AB0087  - Steal Grey Matt
AB0186  - Brown Matt
AB0083  - Ochre Matt, Dark Yellow
AB0061  - Flesh Matt, Flesh
AB0065  - Aircraft Blue Matt, Light Blue
AB2418  - EWS Red Matt
Brushes x 3
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Manufactured by:
Hornby Hobbies ltd,
Westwood, Margate, Kent, CT9 4JX, UK
+44(0)1843 233525

EU Authorised Representative:
Hornby Italia SRL,
Viale dei Caduti, 52/A6, Castel Mella (BS), Italy, 25030
+39 0687501292

Hornby America,
PO Box 99670, Lakewood, WA  98496, USA
+1 877 358 6405
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‘Shunting Starter    
 Pack Base’

BL1002

Cardboard Construction - 106cm x 52cm x 30cm

R8250W - Standard Train Controller x 1
P9001W - Power Supply Unit EU x 1
R8206W - Power Track x 1

R600W - Straight Track x 1
R601W - Double Straight x 4
R8072  - Left-Hand Point x 2

‘Shunting Starter   
 Pack’

BL1000



The background story...
So this is the new world; a world of mad science, Eco warriors 
beneath the waves and empiric wars. The three mast clippers are 
now too slow to get their precious cargo past the devastating  
submersibles of those that despise empires, whilst the horse and  
cart falls constant prey to the hungry lizards that slip through the 
streams. The tea must get through though, the world demands it.

Wenman Joseph Bassett-Lowke is one of those concerned;  
a seasoned maker of steam boilers, industrial brewing equipment 
and proud owner of some of the finest aromatic tea plantations 
across the world. That precious crop had to be delivered;  
he needed a fast, reliable solution and when you know a thing or 
two about steam power you know just the mavericks for the job.  

Foreman, Cornelius Chuddery, rounds up his team of skilled train 
jockeys - they have the nerve and they have the engines. With 
lucrative bounties on the line for getting the goods in first, the  
task of getting the tea across the new world is back on. The clippers 
had been good for their time but now the world needs trains and 
fast ones!

Boston Grey is the sort of man who knows how to inspire the lords 
and ladies; with a rakish smile and top hat to match, he and his 
bright young things would make a party of getting the tea through. 

Fuelled with lashing of aristocratic madness their tea party could 
win every race and have fun being bounders as they sabotage the 
efforts of their rivals. They call themselves ‘The Hatters’.
Rosie Rivette is a wartime factory foreman, stood proudly alongside 
her sisterhood; they are embracing change and are damsels in 
distress no more. By repurposing the great diesel machines they 
had silently built, run and maintained (as the men folk fought in 
the many wars) they will prove the not so fairer sex were the gals 
for the job. Emblazoning their engines with the art of empowered 
women they took to the rails as the ‘Diesel Dames’.
Adder Stone has a keen sense of adventure and he knows across 
the back yards of the empire the true heroes labour in their  
outbuildings. They are the real inventors, with a make do and mend 
attitude and if anyone deserves the rich bounties for getting the tea 
through, it is the unsung back yard grafters. Salvaging all they can 
from wherever they can; they built engines from their hoards of 
scrap and stitched them together with blood and spit to become the 
‘Coop Commandoes’.
Build an imaginative world of innovative trains as they race the 
precious cargoes of Wenman Joseph Bassett-Lowke across a  
perilous SteamPunk landscape.

Who will win the race?

SteamPunk –  
It’s awesome, unique, quirky, stunning and unusually fascinating. SteamPunk is a subgenre 
of science fiction where a world of fantasy meets science, incorporated by the technology 
of steam-powered machinery and combined with the 19th century British Victorian era.

www.bassett-lowke.com



STEAMPUNK LOCOMOTIVES & ROLLING STOCKSTEAMPUNK LOCOMOTIVES & ROLLING STOCK

Designed with speed in mind over pulling power, the 
sleek curves and classic fittings were the brain child 
of Boston Grey himself. He said the idea came to  
him during the revelries of a par ticularly fun par ty.  
It was the chic engine to have and if Boston had one, 
his chums would have one too (of course all subtly 
augmented and painted to the desires of its owner). 

‘Fearless’ Boston Grey’s  
 Hatters Engine

BL2002

Designed by committee as a slow moving armoured  
vehicle, to get troops and armaments to the front line battle 
with the Martian Invaders. The Diesel Dames bought stocks 
and invested in a few of their own; repurposing them to run 
on rails (as had always been suggested) they increased 
their speed without damaging their pulling power. The rogue 
clearly is the brute able to smash through barriers and still 
take a heavy load.

‘Rogue’ Lady Triphenia  
 Lovelace’s Diesel Dames  
 Engine 

BL2003

Made from old rolling stock and whatever may have been 
laying about, never mind the exterior the true genius of these 
engines lies within. Every inch is unique and engineered to 
perfection so that she runs like a dream and punches like 
a pugilist. If bits on the outside can’t hold up to the strains 
they can simply be replaced or remoulded. Like the family 
broom it’s only had three new head gaskets and two new 
dead man’s handles. 

‘Leander’ Adder Stone’s   
 Coop Commandoes Engine

BL2001

Darjeeling Crate WagonBL6001 Dinosaur Hatchery WagonBL6003

Hatter Milliner Wagon  BL6002 Goggle Polisher WagonBL6004

So this is the new world; a world of mad science, Eco warriors beneath the waves and empiric wars.
The three mast clippers are now too slow to get their precious cargo past the devastating submersibles of those that despise Empire, whilst the horse 
and car t falls constant prey to the tannin hungry lizards that slip through the time streams, but the tea has to get through, the world demands it. Build an 
imaginative world of innovative trains as they race the precious cargoes of Bassett-Lowke across a perilous SteamPunk landscape. Who will win the race?

Tea, Tea and more Tea... 
On the move and in bulk!
Bassett-Lowke had the ingenious idea to put his tea 
factories on the rails. 

Why waste time drying and mixing the leaves at the 
plantations when it can be done just as safely on the 
move - well as safely as highly pressured boilers, 
threshing blades and drying ovens can be at speed!

Thermopile Impulsion  
Tea Coach

BL4001 Difference Engine  
Factory Coach 

BL4002

SteamPunk – it’s awesome, unique, quirky, stunning and unusually fascinating.



STEAMPUNK BUILDINGSSTEAMPUNK BUILDINGS

‘The Dinosaur Stud Farms’
BL8005

Since the arrival of both rogue Cretaceous creatures (dinosaurs that slip  
through the open time stream) and the eco warriors, plantation owners  
have had to protect their crops from scavengers (dinosaurs go crazy for  
the tannins in tea). 
This protection is done by breeding and keeping tyrannosaurus rexes  
and feeding them red meat and fresh tea leaves from bir th. The tea  
makes them tame enough to ride or even just let wander on your  
premises. Dubbed Tea-Rex, this modern breed of dinosaur is a plantation  
owners best ally against tea thieves be they Cretaceous or just  
opportunistic humans.

‘Time Travel Holiday Homes’
BL8002

Who doesn’t want a holiday in history?  
Maybe you just want to visit the countryside before it was overrun by red  
weed or you have invites to an ancestors wedding; perhaps you have a 
hankering for a roman gladiatorial weekend or a Neolithic shin dig. 
Then Time Travel holiday homes are for you and surprisingly spacious on  
the inside, with room for all the family. Step inside, set your destination  
and holiday in the time period of your choice. 
(Please remember to turn off portals on leaving the cottage as time  
leakage can cause countrywide anomalies).

‘The Fogg Checkpoint Bridge’
BL8003

Every key stage of the tea routes are marked by the Fogg Bridges. On  
passing beneath the bridge a bell is rung and the time of the section is  
logged and relayed back to the Bassett-Lowke factory. Once a complete  
route is finished all sections are totalled and the fastest train wins the contract.

SteamPunk – it’s awesome, unique, quirky, stunning and unusually fascinating.

The humble building where the Bassett-Lowke blended teas and industrial urns 
start their lives; tea bush leaves are brought in from the plantations before being  
dried and blended on site. They are then put in foil-lined wooden crates and 
shipped around the world by the train Jockeys; the fastest team win the contract 
for that year. 

‘Bassett-Lowke’s Tea & Urn Factory’
BL8001

‘Tea Chests’
BL8009

‘SteamPunk Clock Cogs’
BL8008

‘SteamPunk Watch Gear’
BL8007

STEAMPUNK FIGURESSTEAMPUNK FIGURES
BL8010  
27mm SteamPunk Standing Passengers Pack 1 x 5 Figures

BL8011  
27mm SteamPunk Standing Passengers Pack 2 x 5 Figures

BL8013  
SteamPunk  
‘Lady Triphenia Lovelace’ 
100mm Figurine

BL8012  
SteamPunk ‘Adder Stone’ 
100mm Figurine

Victoria Sparks

Clockhead

SteamWizard

Wiz Delta 
Dungfungus

Lady Mina D’eath

Sasha Torte

Cornelius Chuddery

Lady Triphenia 
Lovelace

Sir Eddy Grey

Adder Stone

‘Wells Halt’
BL8004

A good place to stay, rest up and take 
stock of your...stock. 

You have reached your destination. The Bassett-Lowke indicator boxes are the public hub of the industry with 
tea trading points and tearooms. Pop in to buy your stock or just head in for a friendly chat over a cup of 
Rosie-lee and a slice of walnut cake. Of course these are also the destinations of all the train races.

‘Indicator Box’
BL8006

Please Note: 27mm figures BL8010 and BL8011 are supplied unpainted. Images shown are for illustration purpose only.  
Please purchase Acrylic paint packs AB9064 and AB9065 for suitable colours to use. 


